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KFE Graphic Design Competition 2020 - Preparatory Information 

 

The brief for this competition will take place across one day and will be provided in full 

on Wednesday 4th March during the initial briefing. There is no set design task to do before 
you arrive, however I would suggest you spend some time researching into packaging and 

point of sale displays. The brief will be asking that you bring your own ideas, creativity 

and skills to the competition. There will be the chance for you to show off any illustration, 

typography and design skills you have - traditional, digital or otherwise on the day.   
 

Any research into contemporary graphic design trends would be worthwhile. The brief has 

been set by a top UK based design agency who work for some major brands across 

the world and so being aware of any trends, fashions, designers or movements within 

the industry is key. Collate your research into a sketchbook and bring it along on the day 

of the competition. 
 

The competition is judged 75/25. 75% of marks come from your idea, your response to the 

brief and your delivery of work asked for. Whereas, 25% comes from technical proficiency, 
organisation and the understanding of the use of the key graphic design 

and publishing principles. Previous winners have excelled at the delivery of good ideas using 

proper naming / saving / exporting techniques, including preparing 

documents professionally for print and screen. Also, the need to produce assets that the 
client can effectively use across a variety of platforms, printed documents, merchandise, 

etc is something that should be paramount. Scale-able and editable work is likely to be 

asked for.  
 

The judges will all be from the design industry and not linked to any of the colleges taking 

part. 
 

If you have any questions or require any specific materials/equipment for the day, then 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 

I look forward to meeting you all, 
 

Babs Jossi 
Graphic Design tutor, MidKent College  

Barbara.jossi@midkent.ac.uk  

01634 383248  
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